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ABSTRACT
A model of world ocean circulation driven by wind-stresses and differential heating is developed for a two-layer ocean with idealized boundaries and constant depth . The principal
focus of the present study is the determination of the magnitudes and locations of localized
sources and sinks of upper-layer water. The effect of differential heating is parameterized here
by a uniform upwelling of deep water through the interface (thermocline). The magnitude of
the upwelling, as well as the locations of the sources and sinks, is determined by specifying
the latitudes of separation of the Kuroshio and the East Australian currents. The latter can be
deduced if the effects of heating are known, but it seemed preferable to use the (easily identified) separation latitudes to obtain information about the complex thermal processes that exist
in the ocean. The mechanism for separation emerged from an earlier study (Veronis, 1973);
consequently, the basic physical process is not masked by the specification of the separation
latitudes. It is found that about 9 Sverdrups of transport flow eastward from the Atlantic to
the Indian to the Pacific to the Atlantic, coming in at the southwestern comer as a deep western
boundary current and departing as the vestige of an upper-layer, separated western boundary
current at the southeastern extremity of each ocean. The construction of the circulation for
each ocean is not uniquely determined by the limited number of constraints invoked here. The
actual construction is determined by the assumption that sources or sinks of upper-layer water
are introduced only when they are required by the analysis. This assumption leads to a circulation in the S. Pacific in which the East Australian Current separates from the coast and flows
around New Zealand, part clockwise around the north and the remainder counterclockwise
around the south. Where the two branches rejoin, the current separates and flows due east1.
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ward, eventually to supply the Peru and the Cape Hom currents. Heat flux balances (determined by sinking of upper-layer water and upwelling of lower-layer water) are determined for
the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. The calculations are carried out with winter and annual mean
winds, with each case treated as if it were a steady-state system. The results show that the N.
Pacific tends to absorb heat from the atmosphere and the N. Atlantic tends to release heat to
the atmosphere. Hence, in the overall heat balance of the earth, which requires a flux of heat
from equatorial to polar regions, the principal oceanic contribution must come from the
Atlantic.

1. Introduction

Calculations for the circulation driven by wind stresses at the surface of a twolayer model of the world ocean were reported in Part 1 of this series. (Veronis,
1973). Part II (Veronis, 1976) treated the circulation caused by differential heating
where the thermal processes are simulated by upwelling across the interface of the
two layers and by localized sinking locations in the polar regions of the oceans.
The present paper combines the two forcing mechanisms and an attempt is made
to derive the locations and magnitudes of the sinks as well as the intensity of the
upwelling from a model which is subjected to only a limited number of dynamical
constraints.
The picture that has been developed in the earlier studies is that the western
boundary currents (Gulf Stream, Kuroshio, East Australian, etc.) separate from
the coasts because the amount of water that must be transported by these currents
is limited by the relative depths of the thermocline on the inshore and offshore
edges of the currents. Maximum transport is achieved when the thermocline surfaces at the coast. If more transport is required by the interior dynamics, the current separates from the coast to achieve a balance between required interior transport and the maximum possible boundary current transport.
In the model with both thermal and mechanical driving, separation of the western boundary currents from the coasts is determined by the intensity of thermal
driving as well as wind stresses. Thermal driving in the ocean is a complex internal
process and the magnitudes of sinking of warm water and upwelling of cold water
are normally determined by indirect arguments. Since the mechanism of separation
in the two-layer model is fairly straightforward and understandable, we have inverted the usual procedure and have accepted the separation mechanism as known
and have chosen the separation latitudes as simple observables. The magnitudes of
the sources and sinks of upper-layer water can then be determined as results of the
model when the separation latitudes are specified.
Because of the limited number of constraints imposed on the system it is not
possible to derive a unique distribution of sources and sinks of upper-layer water.
We have, therefore, adopted a procedure in which localized sources or sinks of
upper-layer water are introduced only when necessary. This restriction leads to
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conservative estimates of exchange of water between the warm and cold layers and,
therefore, to conservative estimates of meridional beat flux in the oceans.
The separation latitude of the Kuroshio is taken as 35N and that of the East
Australian Current as 31S (the latter varies considerably with time and ranges between 27S and 35S so the present choice is an average value). These choices lead
to a uniform upwelling velocity, w, across the tbermocline of 1.5 x 10- 5 cm/ sec,
a value that is remarkably consistent with estimates obtained from totally different
arguments. With this choice for w the magnitudes of localized sources and sinks of
upper-layer water emerge.
Calculations were carried out for the Pacific, treating the system as a steady state
for the cases with winter and annual mean wind stresses. With winter winds the
balances for upper-layer water are as follows: 9 Sverdrups (Sv) sink at the northern
boundary, 8 Sv upwell at 35N where the Kuroshio separates from the coast, 4.5 Sv
sink along the east coast of Australia between 31S and 35S, and 9 Sv sink where
the Cape Hom Current transports water to the tip of S. America. Uniform upwelling through the thermocline accounts for about 15 Sv. Thus, 9 Sv of deep water
must enter the Pacific, be converted to upper-layer water and leave the Pacific at
the southeast comer as the Cape Hom Current. Associated with this source-sink
distribution is the fact that the North Pacific as a whole acts as a heat sink; it absorbs heat at the rate of 10 21 g cal/yr from the atmosphere (upwelling exceeds sinking). Hence, according to this calculation with winter winds, the North Pacific
contributes negatively to the northward heat flux required by the radiation balance
for the earth.
The corresponding calculation with annual mean winds was made for only the
North Pacific. The sink at the northern boundary is 9.3 Sv but upwelling at 35N
is only 0.3 Sv. In this case the North Pacific as a whole acts as a heat source but it
releases only .25 X 10 21 g cal/yr of heat to the atmosphere.
One of the results that emerges from these steady state calculations is that the
circulation in the North Pacific appears to be locked into a pattern that is characterized by winter winds. The circulations related to the annual mean winds and those
of other seasons are all substantially weaker. Indeed, with spring and summer winds
the Kuroshio does not separate from the coast at all and the circulation bears little
resemblance to the observed. Although the present theory is based on the assumption of steady-state flows, the time response of the ocean at mid-latitudes is too long
to allow quasi-steady adjustment. Hence, the conclusions listed above are only
suggestive.
Results for the Indian Ocean were obtained only for the case with annual mean
winds and an upwelling of 1.5 X 10-s cm/ sec. Since the north boundary of the
Indian is at a relatively low latitude, the thermocline does not surface north of the
equator so no sinks of upper-layer water exist there. Thus, all of the upwelled water
must be transported to the south. The present theory yields a local upwelling at 33S
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Figure 1. Idealized geometry of the world ocean. Mean ocean widths are preserved. Important
features include the southernmost extent of each meridional boundary since the solutions are
constructed westward from these boundaries.

where the Agulhas separates from the coast and the intensity of the upwelling
accounts for about 25 % of the total upwelling in the Indian. All sinking takes place
where upper-layer water flows southeastward around Tasmania. Hence, the net
overturning in the Indian involves about 9 Sv all of which comes in as deep water
in a western boundary current, upwells and then leaves as upper-layer water which
sinks south of Tasmania.
The Atlantic calculation yields a net cooling of the N. Atlantic, i.e. the ocean
releases heat to the atmosphere, for both winter and annual mean winds. In both
cases the bulk of the heat release to the atmosphere takes place at the northern
boundary (as it does for the Paci.fie), with slightly more (2.3 x 10 2 1 g cal/yr) with
winter winds than with annual mean winds (1.9 X 10 21 g cal/yr). Upwelling is a
result of heat absorption by the ocean and reduces the net heat release of the N.
Atlantic in both cases but not enough to make the N. Atlantic a heat sink. In the
S. Atlantic, local upwelling occurs when the thermocline surfaces on the western
boundary where the Brazil Current separates from the coast and this acts to absorb
heat. Net overturning in the Atlantic involves about 8 Sv of transport which enter
as deep currents and exit as upper-layer water via the Brazil Current.
An interesting contrast is that about twice as much water upwells in the Pacific
as in the Atlantic but the thermal transfer is the same in the two oceans. The reason
is that the upper layers in the Atlantic are saltier than the lower layers so that a
given stability (D.p) corresponds to a larger temperature increment than for the
Pacific where the salinity of the two layers is nearly the same. This shows up in the
form of a larger effective thermal expansion coefficient for the Atlantic.
The following section contains the formulation of the model and includes a physical discussion of the two-layer assumption. The analysis for the system is outlined
and the criteria for surfacing of the thermocline and separation of the western
boundary currents are derived. Localized sources and sinks are determined in part
where upper-layer water is transported to the polar regions, where it is postulated
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Figure 2. (a) Schematic of a vertical section showing definitions of height of free surface and
interface and thickness, h, of upper layer. (b) Schematic of ocean basin bounded to the north.
The thermocline surfaces along h = 0. Sources or sinks of upper-layer fluid can occur along
polar boundaries or at points where h vanishes at western boundary.

to sink, and in part where the western boundary current separates from the coast.
In some instances the latter is associated with localized upwelling and in others
with sinking.
Details of the thermocline depth, the circulation patterns and the boundarycurrent transports are given in sections 3, 4 and 5 for the Pacific, Indian and
Atlantic oceans. The heat fluxes associated with the sources and sinks are shown
and discussed in section 6. The circulation of the Southern Ocean was derived in
Part I and is not repeated here since it is associated with lower-layer water only
and does not contribute to the heat exchange.

2. The physical model and its mathematical formulation

The idealized world ocean is bounded by vertical walls along parallels of latitude
and longitude, as shown in Figure 1, and by the bottom at an assumed constant
depth of 4000 m. The stratification is represented by two homogeneous layers of
variable thickness with less dense water on top. The interface (thermocline) between
the two layers may intersect the upper surface so that lower-layer water may extend
to the surface in some regions (Fig. 2).
The geometry and the two-layer assumption are discussed in detail in Part I.
However, in the present calculations the values of p 1 and p 2 that are used are based
on the average stability characteristics of the water columns. Thus, if the ambient
adiabatic density gradient is subtracted from the density profile the result is a new
local potential density (Veronis, 1972). The potential density so defined is a better
measure of the gravitational stability than one obtained by using a single reference
level. The density difference between "upper" and "lower" layers is somewhat
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larger than the difference obtained from normal potential density. We have used
the value !:l.p/ P2 = .0015.

a. Wind stress. The ocean is driven by wind stress and by differential heating at
the upper surface. Hellerman (1968) gives wind stress values at 5° intervals of latitude and longitude from observed values of the winds over the world ocean. In this
paper a spline fit to Hellerman's values, as reported by Evenson and Veronis
(1975), is used for the zonally averaged zonal wind stress. Such a representation
admits continuous first and second latitudinal derivatives of the wind stress. Although the wind stress itself is well represented by the spline fit, first and second
derivatives can have quite different values depending on the details (placement of
knots) of the spline representation. In particular, the second derivatives may differ
by as much as a factor of two from one representation to another. Since details of
the derived circulation depend on these derivatives, quantitative results will have
the same uncertainty. The transport in the western boundary layers of the present
model is largely determined by the Sverdrup transport which depends only on the
curl (single derivatives) of the wind stress and is, therefore, less sensitive to details
of the representation.
All of the calculations reported here are for a steady-state model. Because of the
substantial variation of the wind stress and wind stress curl from one season to
another, the significance of a steady-state calculation is not at all obvious. Instead
of using time-averaged winds or winds from a single season, one ought to calculate
the response to transient winds and then take a time-average for the mean circulation. However, that calculation is considerably more difficult and will almost certainly require a fully numerical analysis. The present study is analytical and enables
one to focus on certain aspects of the circulation using fairly elementary physical
balances. It has the advantage of pinpointing problems and difficulties in a simple
context.
b. Thermal driving. The effect of differential heating in the real ocean is parameterized here by an assumed upwelling through the thermocline, whereby lower-layer
water becomes upper-layer water. A typical sounding in the ocean shows stably
stratified water so that turbulent processes in the upper layers will tend to transport
less dense water downward. In a steady-state model the density must remain unchanged at each point. Upwelling of denser water from below is one way to maintain the steady state. Horizontal advection and/ or diffusion can also serve to keep
the system steady but these processes are ignored here.
The upwelling is taken to be constant (independent of latitude or longitude)
wherever upper-layer water overlies lower-layer water. In these calculations the
thermocline can surface so that there will be regions with no upper-layer water and,
therefore, no upwelling. Even with a known value for the local upwelling the total
amount of upwelling water cannot be determined unless the area of upwelling is
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known. The upwelled water must sink somewhere and for a steady state the total
amount of water that sinks must balance the total upwelling.
For a well-posed problem in a continuously stratified system it would be necessary
to prescribe the heat flux balance at the top surface as well as a thermodynamic
statement describing the convective overturning in polar regions. The equivalent
information for this two-layer system would include a combination of the upwelling
velocity and the locations and magnitudes of the sinks. However, the mean upwelling velocity in the thermocline is probably at least two orders of magnitude less
than can be observed and the locations and magnitudes of sinks of warm water can
be only crudely estimated and even then only by indirect methods. In fact, because
of the observational difficulties in estimating upwelling and sinking, it would be
preferable to deduce these quantities from other features that are more directly
observable. Within the framework of the simple dynamical balances assumed in the
following analysis, the features that are taken as given are the separation latitudes
of the western boundary currents. In Part I we have already shown how separation
occurs when the driving force is specified completely. Since we understand the
cause of separation, we can now use the observed separation latitudes to obtain
information about the locations and magnitudes of vertical exchange of water.
In connection with upwelling and sinking it is important to keep in mind the
limitations of a two-layer system. The interface represents the thermocline or, more
loosely, the boundary between the "warm" and "cold" water layers. Any vertical
exchange in the real ocean that occurs completely below or above the thermocline
does not show up in this treatment. Thus Stommel's (1957) abyssal circulation
model requires sinking in the polar regions of the Atlantic. In the present model
the polar regions are essentially occupied by lower-layer water but so are the regions just poleward of the Gulf Stream, Kuroshio and the other boundary currents of anticyclonic gyres. Hence, the sink in the present calculations will include only a part of the polar sink in Stommel's model, viz. the part that involves
sinking of warm water. It will not include the part that corresponds to a sink of
North Atlantic deep water or Circumpolar Water. On the other hand, it will include
water that is shed by eddies from the Gulf Stream, Kuroshio etc.
Also, in the analysis that follows it will be seen that sinks of upper-layer water
are required in certain locations. In our analysis it is not necessary that water sink
to the bottom but only that water move from the upper to the lower layer. In the
real ocean this new lower-layer water may end up just below the thermocline or it
may even remain at the surface but shift its location to the poleward side of the
(surfaced) thermocline, as a warm eddy does when it is shed by the Gulf Stream.
Finally, we remark on the assumed constant upwelling. As will be seen, some of
the derived sinks of upper-layer water turn out to be negative, i.e., they correspond
to locations of intense upwelling. As the model is refined and more realistic features
are introduced, we would expect locations of more intense upwelling to emerge, e.g.
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in equatorial regions and near eastern boundaries. It is probable that these local
upwelling regions will provide the bulk of the water that is assumed here to upwell
uniformly over the ocean. If that is true, the required value of the assumed constant
upwelling will be decreased, perhaps to the point where it becomes a relatively
insignificant background quantity.
c. Mass transport balance. A plan view of a typical ocean basin is shown in Figure
2. The basin is bounded at the north by latitude <Pn and along the sides by longitudes A = 0 and Ae, Upper-layer water occupies only part of the basin. The stippled
region in the northwest contains only lower-layer water since the thermocline has
surfaced along the line h = 0 (h denotes the thickness of the upper layer).
Now the transport of upper-layer water into the region north of any latitude
circle, cp, is made up of the following parts:
i) W is the amount of upwelling through the thermocline and is given by the
product of the upwelling velocity, w, and the area occupied by upper-layer water.
ii) T 1 is the northward transport in the interior of the ocean, determined by the
dynamics of the interior.
iii) Tie is the northward transport in the eastern boundary layer if one is present.
iv) T1 10 is the northward transport in the western boundary layer.
v) S is the total sink of upper-layer water when water of density p 1 becomes
water of density p 2 • We can expect this to occur when upper-layer water impinges
on the boundary at cp,, in the Atlantic and the Pacific. There may be other sinks as
well but these must be deduced from the analysis.
Conservation of mass requires the balance
(2.1)

where S is subtracted because it represents a sink of upper-layer water. Corresponding quantities apply to the lower layer but for mass balance the amount of water
lost by the uniform upwelling is W P1I p 2 and the amount gained from the upperlayer sink is SpJ P2• Then for the lower layer we have
(2.2)
d. Dynamics of the western boundary layer. In this section our purpose is to use
the dynamics in the western boundary layer to obtain an expression for the thermocline depth, hw, at the western coast in terms of quantities that can be calculated
from the interior dynamics. We are especially interested in the case where h10
vanishes because the western boundary current can then separate from the coast.
The downstream velocity component in the western boundary layer is assumed
to be geostrophic. There is considerable evidence from observations and from
analytical and numerical models to support this assumption. The dynamics for the
cross-stream velocity are left unspecified and the boundary layer is assumed to be
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infinitesimally thin. If the flow is hydrostatic, the geostrophic equations can be
integrated vertically over each layer to yield

f V18 = ghah1/an

(2.3)

f v 28 = gh2 _aa (__{!_];__ h1 + Ap h2 )

(2.4)
n
P2
P2
where f = 2 fisincp is the vertical component of the Coriolis term, a is the mean
radius of the earth, Ap is p 2 - p 1 , subscript s corresponds to the direction along the
current and aI an is the cross-stream derivative.
Then (2.4) added to (2.3) X P1! P2 yields

f

(v

28

+

__{!_];_ V

Pz

18

=g

)

(-2.1_
h
P2

+

ah1
an

i

(2.5)

Ap h ah2 )
Pz z an

where we have used the definition
h1

= h + h2

(2.6)

from Figure 2 to obtain the first term in the right-hand parentheses.
Equation (2.5) can be solved for ah 1 / an to yield
ah 1
an

=_

Ap J!y_ ah2
P1 H1 an

+ _t_ ( ~ v 2• + v
gH1

P1

1

(2.7)

.)

We have replaced h 1 in the denominator of the right-hand side by H 1 , the mean
depth of the ocean. This approximation involves an error of less than 0.1 % . Now
with (2.6) we can write
ah 2
H 1 an

= (

_!!_)
_i__ (h1 H1 an

1-

h)

(2.8)

so that after collecting terms we have

=

ah1
an

Ap ( 1 p2

_!!_)
ah
H1
an

The small ( <0.1 % ) contribution Ap
P1

+

Hh
1

Hf ( V2s
g 1

+ -2.1_
Pz

V1s )

(2.9)

ah 1 has been neglected.
an

Substituting (2.9) into (2.3) yields

_a_(
h
an

2

2

-

__!!.__)
3H1

+

-1!!_(
V 2s
g'H1

+-2.1_ Vis)

P2

tf

V1 s

(2 .10)

where we have introduced the reduced gravity,
(2.11)

Equation (2.10) can be integrated across the boundary layer to yield
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h2

(2

-

h3 )
3H1
g1~

( h

= 2

w

1

2

f

-

3
h )
3H1 int
(2.12)

h ( V 28

+ ~:

v18

)

dn

where subscript, w, corresponds to the value at the wall, or coast, and subscript,
int, is the value in the interior just offshore of the boundary layer. The definition
T1w = f V 18 dn

(2.13)

has been used in (2.12). The transport T1i 0 can be expressed in terms of the other
transports from (2.1). Also, the integral term in (2.12) can be approximated by h
( T 2w

+ ::

T 2w

)

where 7i is an average for h in the western boundary layer. As

we shall see, this term is rather small and we need only an approximate value for
it in the analysis that follows. From (2.1) and (2.2) we can write
T 210

+ : : T110 = - ( T 2 + :: T1 ) -

( Tze

+ ~: T1e )

(2.14)

Then (2.12) can be rewritten as
2
(

~

-

3~1)

2

w

= ( ~

)!

1

-

3~1)

[ T 2 + T 2e

int

+ ;

(T 1 +Tie+ W -S) -

+ :: (T1 + T1e)]

(2.15)

thus expressing h w in terms of quantities that can be calculated from the dynamics
of the interior plus the upwelling and sink terms.
Equation (2.15) is a general expression that follows from conservation of mass
and the assumption that downstream flow in the western boundary layer is geostrophic. It is a useful statement only if we can evaluate the terms on the right-handside, i.e., if we know the interior dynamics of the ocean and if there is some way to
evaluate the sink terms. In the treament that follows we shall use a simple quasigeostrophic model for the interior dynamics and obtain specific results. However,
it should be emphasized that (2.15) is applicable even for a more complicated interior system. This point is important, especially if it eventually turns out that
mesoscale processes have significant dynamical effects on the mean flow in the
interior. The new dynamical evaluations of hint, T 1 and T 2 could then be used instead of the simpler ones used in this paper.
As we have already mentioned, the principal use of (2.15) is to obtain information about the separation of the western boundary current from the coast. As long
as (2.15) yields a positive value for hw, as it does in lower latitudes, the expression
simply gives the values of hw required for a geostrophically balanced flow in the
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western boundary layer. However, when hw vanishes, (2.15) yields the longitudinal
position of the separated western boundary current and it also leads to a procedure
for determining S. We return to this point in section f.
e. Dynamics of the interior. Outside of boundary layers, geostrophic-hydrostatic

balance is modified only by the vertical change of horizontal stress. The wind stress
is taken to have only a zonal component. At the interface there is no stress transfer
from one layer to the other. However, we assume that lower-layer water is transformed to upper-layer water at a constant rate, w. This upwelling appears as a
forcing term in the equation for the conservation of mass for each layer.
With these assumptions the equations of motion, integrated over each layer, have
the form (in spherical coordinates)

JV 1 _ _J!!__ ah1

aul

where V 1

=

f

h1

acp

v 1 dz and V 2

(2.16)

'

a (V 1 coscp)
acp

+

a (V
-aU2
- + -a'll.

-r

a'll.

acoscp

-

f

=

2

coscp) =
h,

= wa coscp

(2 .17)

P1 wa coscp
- --

(2.19)

P2

v 2 dz. The factor P1 I Pz appears in the con-

0

h,

tinuity equation for the lower layer since w measures the rate at which the upper
layer receives fluid of density p 1 via th assumed upwelling.
Cross-differentiating the two equations in (2.16) yields
f3V 1

= k • "v

20coscp
- , k • "v x -r (
where /3 is a

x -r - fw

+

g

a coscp
2

1
a
= - ----aa coscp cp

J (h1, h)

(2.20)

(r coscp)) is the curl of the wind

stress, and J is the Jacobian
(2.21)

An analogous expression for the lower layer is

/3V = ..f!2.
[
p
2

2

fw -

g

a2 coscp

J (h1, h)].

(2.22)

Both the upwelling and the interface variation will lead to meridional transport
by stretching the vortex tubes of the individual layers. However, the total meridional
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transport is independent of these internal processes as can be seen by adding (2.22)
to (2.21) x p 1 / p 2 • The local meridional transport is then given by the Sverdrup
(194 7) relation

V2

+ __E}_
P2

V1

= .J!2- k • "v X -r.

(2.23)

/3P2

An alternative expression for the meridional transport is obtained by adding (2.18)
to (2.16) x P1IP2
V 2 + __E}_ V1=

P2

g
fa coscp

_a_ (__E}_
a">-..

+

h1 2

P2

2

ll.p
P2

h 22

)

2

-

__E}_--2_ (2.24)
P2 f

where (2.6) has been used. Then equating the right-hand sides of (2.23) and (2.24)
yields
(2.25)
where

Q

= racoscp + a sincp k • "v X -r

(2.26)

2

Since r is independent of longitude, Q is also and (2.25) can be integrated from A
to Ae to yield

p1 h /

P22

+ ll.p h22
2

P2

_

- 0

P1 h1.2
- 2-

+ ll.p ~ .2 _ P1Q
P2

2

(">-.. . _ X)

P28

(2.27)
where subscript e denotes the value at .>. •• As in Part I, the longitude A6 is just offshore of the eastern boundary and h 1 e, h 2 e, he can be functions of latitude. We shall
again assume that an infinitesimally thin boundary layer can exist near the eastern
boundary so that incoming or outgoing flow (due to variable h ie and h 2 . ) can be
turned northward or southward and not flow through the boundary. 2
From (2.27) and (2.6) we obtain

h )

ah

ll.p h 20 ah2e
P2 H 1 acp

+

ll.p ( 1

Pi
=

oh1e
acp

+

-

H1

+

The terms -

acp

Q

gH1

(2.28)

ll.p ( l _ __!::___)
P2
H1
acp

--1!2._ aQ (">-.. , - X)

P2

P1

p;

gH1

(2.29)

ll.ph ah1
ll.ph ah1
and - 8 -a- h ave been neglected in these two equaP2 8 1 a"Pz 1
cp

2. This latitudinal dependence along >-. gives rise to eastern boundary currents such as the Californ ia and Portugal currents, which can contribute to the overall transport bal~nce. However the
essential parts of the analysis are more easily grasped if one considers h,_, and h2 , constant.
'
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tions and h1 in the denominators has been replaced by the mean value H 1. Both
approximations involve errors less than 0.1 % . The Jacobian becomes

(2.30)
For all of the calculated results we assume that there is no flow in the lower layer
in the eastern boundary layer. This assumption is somewhat arbitrary but it is supported by the fact that the largest longshore density variations occur in relatively
shallow waters. An alternative could be to impose the condition that there be no
net flow into or out of the boundary layer. However, in that case the flow induced
in the lower layers in the interior by the boundary layer dominates the flow due to
the upwelling. Our present assumption eliminates any effect of the eastern boundary
layer on lower-layer flow in the interior.
With U2e = 0 (2.18) evaluated at Ae yields

ahle
acp

_ lip ah2e _
P1 acp

lip
P2

ah.
acp

(2.31)

where we have used (2.6) to obtain the last term. Then (2.29) reduces to

(2 .32)

and (2.30) becomes
J(hi, h)

= __f!2.._ _l_ { Q
P2 gH1

ah
acp

+

[

aQ

ah. ] ah }

(Ae - 11.) acp - g' he acp

iii:- .
(2.33)

Finally, eliminating V 1 between (2.16) and (2.20) and making use of (2.28) and
(2.33) yields a single partial differential equation for h

ah
acp
(2.34)
With h., r and w given, this equation can be solved for h as a function of A and <p.
As a practical matter we point out that (2.34) can be solved iteratively in the regions
where h does not approach zero (this is true in tropical and subtropical regions).
The terms with H 1 in the denominator are first neglected and the resulting solution
is then substituted into the neglected terms to get a correction. It should be observed
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that the lowest-order approximation is the same as the simple equation solved in
Part I with w as an added term,
2

a~ ( ~

)

= (Q -

(2.35)

wa 2f sincp)/ g .

In subpolar rgions h decreases westward and vanishes at some longitude. In these
regions (2.34) must be solved numerically by integrating along characteristics from
known values of he along Ae.
With h thus determined, h 1 can be obtained from (2.28) and then h2 is given by
(2.6). The quantities U1, V1, U2, V 2 follow from (2.16) and (2.18) or the alternative
expressions (2.20) and (2.22) or (2.23). In what follows we shall need the transports T1

=

f

A.

V i a coscp dX (i

= 1, 2), where the lower limit is the westernmost

A

longitude covered by upper-layer water. For T 1 we use (2.16) and (2.28) to get
ra ~oscp (Ae - A)

+
(2.36)

Alternatively, from (2.20)
T1

=

a2
n, (k • V X
2

't -

fw)(Ae - A)

+

_1_{ aQacp fA (A-Ae)_j}!_d>.
+ Q 5A,
ax

P2 f3aH1

A

A

ah

acp

dX }

(2.37)

Once T1 is known, T 2 follows from (2.23)
T2=

2

p:p [ - T1 + 2an, k • V X r (Xe -

A) ] .

(2.38)

We can rewrite (2.36) as

J!1-_!J__
P2 g'H1

f

AehdX

(2.39)

A

and use the integrated form of (2.23)
T 2 + ~:

T1=f:· ( V 2 +
P1 a2
P2 2fi k • V

X 't

~:

vl) acoscpdA=

(A e - I\.')

(2.40)
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to substitute into (2.15) to obtain
2

h
( 2
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_Q_
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T (.\ 0
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-

1

g'H 1

+T

10

].

(2.41)
We have set T 2e to zero as mentioned in our earlier discussion.
Equation (2.41) gives the value of h10 along the wall required to balance the fl.ow
in the western boundary layer geostrophically. The balance is somewhat different
if the western boundary current has separated from the coast. The latter happens
because the amount of upper-layer water is limited. However, lower-layer water
occupies the entire area. Therefore, the western boundary current for the lower
layer will always hug the western wall. Thus, when the upper-layer current separates
it will flow over essentially quiescent water. In that case, we have the relation given
in Part I, viz.,

ah,

(2.42)

an
and (2.3) becomes
g'

fV 18

= 2

ah

2

Integration across the separated current yields (since h,0

f

--r

(2.43)

-----;;,:

= 0)

h. 2
T 110-_..:!:!._
2

(2.44)

i.e., the integral term and the term, hinN 3H1 in (2.12) are missing. In this case the
expression corresponding to (2.41) is
h ini8 + h. 2 3H1
2

__!!l.__ 3H,

:

ra

COS<p

g'

(.>t e

(Tie+ W-S)

A)+ ~_Q_
P2 g' H ,

= 0.

s>,.•hd.>t +
1,.

(2.45)

This differs from (2.41) in that we have set hw = 0 and have added the term hini8 I
3H1 and eliminated the term involving h.
f. Magnitudes of sinks and the separation of western boundary currents from coasts.

We shall now outline the reasoning for determining the magnitudes of the sinks and
also for obtaining the longitudinal position of the separated western boundary currents. For the northern subpolar regions of the Atlantic and Pacific the argument
is close to that of Part I, modified by the upwelling.
First, from _(2.37) we see that the forcing of meridional transport in the interior
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is determined by k • 'y x ,: - fw. In subpolar regions the wind stress curl is large
and positive and will generally be much larger than the upwelling term. Hence, the
net forcing is positive and the Sverdrup transport is northward. There is a latitude
</>m at which k • 'y x r - fw is a maximum so that south of </>m the meridional
transport will diverge northward. The water required to support the divergence will
come from the western boundary current. At </>m there is no meridional divergence
of interior transport and therefore no flow is required from the western boundary
layer. We assume that at that latitude the transport in the western boundary current vanishes since it is no longer required to supply water to the interior region.
Now from (2.34) (or more directly from the lowest-order approximation 2.35) it
is evident that the upper-layer thickness, h, decreases westward near </>m• In fact,
for observed values of T and he, h vanishes at some mid-ocean longitude. Hence,
at </>m the entire northward transport can be calculated from the interior dynamics.
This northward transport will eventually impinge on the northern boundary where
we assume that it then turns westward (showing up as the Aleutian and Irminger
currents, respectively, in the Pacific and Atlantic) and ultimately sinks and becomes
lower-layer water. Therefore, the meridional transport, T 1 , at </>m is one part of the
total sink and we shall denote it by Sn, the subscript referring to the northern boundary where the water sinks. Thus,
(2.46)
Just south of <f,,,. a western boundary current must transport the water required
for the diverging meridional flow in the interior and this current, which also marks
the western edge of the upper-layer water, will be located at a longitude between
the western and eastern walls. In other words, we have a separated western boundary
current and we can use (2.45) to obtain its longitude for <f, < <f,,,,. However, we must
first say something about the values of Tie, S, and W.
The meridional transport in the eastern boundary layer, T 1 e, follows directly from
the assumed values of he and geostrophic balance. The sink, S, is given by (2.46)
just south of </>m as long as no other sinks are present. We shall avoid introducing
sinks unless forced to do so by the dynamics of the model. The upwelling, W, will
depend on the area covered by upper-layer water north of <f, (including the region
between </>,n and the northern boundary <f,,,). We can determine the western edge of
upper-layer water north of <f>m to lowest order from Part I. This is a poor approximation but the contribution of W from the region north of </>m will generally be
very small.
With these quantities determined, we can solve (2.45) numerically to find the
value of >.. which makes the left side vanish. At <f>m where the western boundary
current vanishes we can obtain >.. from the interior solution. Then we decrease <f, by
half-degree intervals and at each latitude and for each trial value of ),._ we can calculate the values of W and each of the remaining quantities until we find the value
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of A for which (2.45) is satisfied. As cf> continues to decrease, the separation longitude of the western boundary current will shift westward until it reaches the western boundary.
We mentioned earlier that we shall make use of the observed separation latitudes
to obtain information about the sinking and upwelling, both of which involve complex convective processes that are difficult to quantify observationally. In the calculations just described two possibilities exist.
One is that at the observed separation latitude (2.45) is satisfied for A > 0, i.e.,
the calculated position of the western boundary current is still some distance away
from the western wall. At the separation latitude we shall require that the western
boundary current extend to the coast and in that case (2.41) must be satisfied with
hw = 0 at A= 0. The term h now appears in the calculation and we shall evaluate
it crudely by assuming that the profile for h in the western boundary current is
parabolic so that the mean value 7i is 2'4nt/3. (The term involving h is generally
small because of the ratio h/H,.) With hw = 0 at A = 0 the left-hand side of (2.41)
will normally vanish only for a value of S different from Sn. In other words, the
model requires an additional source or sink of upper-layer water in order for the
current to separate at the observed latitude.
For this first possibility a local source of upper-layer water is required at the
separation latitude. This requirement can be understood in relatively simple terms.
Both the Kuroshio and the Gulf Stream separate at about 35 °N, where the wind
stress curl is negative and the wind stress is positive. Positive r induces a southward
Ekman wind drift in the interior. In our transport balance (2.1) this increased
magnitude of T1 must be balanced by T,w or by one of the other terms. Now the
magnitude of the western boundary transport is limited by the fact that hw2 cannot
be negative, i.e., there is just so much northward transport (determined by hini2)
that the western boundary current can support geostrophically. In the present case,
with reasonable values of h. and g' the deduced value of hini2 is too small for the
western boundary current to transport the required amount of water northward. By
setting h10 = 0 we maximize the latter quantity and then require that a concentrated
upwelling (or a source of upper-layer water) provide the excess southward transport required by the Ekman wind drift.
The second possibility when calculating the separation latitude is that (2.45) is
satisfied with A = 0 at a latitude north of the observed separation latitude. In this
case the situation is the opposite of the one just discussed, viz., the western boundary current could transport more water than is required by (2.1) with S = Sn, i.e.,
(2.41) yields hw > 0. Here we shall require simply that the thermocline come to
the surface at the observed separation latitude and remain surfaced until the western boundary current separates. An added sink of upper-layer fluid is required in
this case in order that (2.41) be satisfied with hw = at A= 0.
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In the following calculations both possibilities occur. For stronger winds, such
as exist in winter in both the N. Atlantic and N. Pacific, a local upwelling is required
to cause separation at 35°N. Furthermore, the western boundary current extends
due eastward along 35N to a longitude where it then progresses toward the northeast along a curve determined by the dynamics. For somewhat weaker (annual
mean) winds the thermocline stays below the surface unless a local sink is imposed
at 35N to force hw to vanish. A distributed sink is also required north of 35N until
the current is forced to separate by dynamical requirements. An alternative procedure in this case is to distribute the sink somewhat to the north so that the western boundary current is separated and just meets the western boundary at the observed separation latitude. The construction for this alternative is not unique.
The two possibilities lead to behaviors that are qualitatively very different. The
first involves a definite separation with a jump in the longitude of the boundary
current leading to a flow pattern which is almost certainly baroclinically unstable.
The second requires surfacing of the thermocline but not separation of the boundary
current at the observed latitude of separation. This behavior is reminiscent of the
East Australian Current, with the boundary current sometimes separated and sometimes forced back to the coast thus exhibiting a highly transient behavior.
One other very significant difference between the two cases seems to contradict
one's intuition. Stronger winds require upwelling at the separation latitude so that
there is less total sinking of upper-layer water in the region from that latitude
northward than is the case for weaker winds. Essentially that is because we have
fixed the separation latitude to be the same for the two cases. Stronger winds cause
the thermocline to surface at lower latitudes and, by requiring separation to occur
at the observed latitude, we force an upwelling to take place to inhibit surfacing
south of the separation latitude. However, the total amount of upper-layer water
north of the separation latitude is less than it is in the second case. Thus, though
there is less total sinking with stronger winds, the upper-layer water is confined to
a region closer to the equator. In this sense stronger winds lead to more effective
cooling, as one might have expected. This same point was made in Part IL An
added point to note here is that the parameterization of heating by an upwelling
through the thermocline breaks down for those regions where the lower layer is
exposed to the surface. In this sense, the model underestimates the effect of heating.
When the winds are very weak, the thermocline does not reach the surface in
the northern hemisphere. The circulation pattern then looks like the one obtained
from linear theory with a frictional boundary layer, i.e., simple oceanic gyres
directly coupled to the wind system. The upwelled water must flow south via the
western boundary layer to sink eventually somewhere in the southern hemisphere.
This is the situation in the Indian Ocean, but neither the Atlantic nor the Pacific
exhibit such behavior at any time. When the thermocline does not surface according to the present model, the northern hemisphere ocean must absorb a ne~ amount
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of heat from the atmosphere.
All of the foregoing argument is confined to behavior in the northern hemisphere.
Evaluation of (2.41) for latitudes south of the separation latitude leads to the values
of hw required to support the geostrophic flow in the western boundary layer. In
the southern hemisphere at mid-latitudes the Ekman wind drift associated with
positive 'T will once again tend to cause the thermocline to surface. At higher southern latitudes the value of W will become larger and so will the negative value of f.
This too will tend to decrease hw, The reason is that the large amount of water that
has upwelled north of the latitude in question must flow southward via the western
boundary current and geostrophic balance requires the thermocline to be shallower
on the right (coastal) side of the current. Eventually, the thermocline will surface
at the wall. Rather than attempt to analyze this behavior in the southern hemisphere
in a general way we shall postpone the issue until we treat the individual oceans
because each of them has certain unique features important to the separation process. We now turn to specific results for each of the oceans.
3. Results for the Pacific

Spline fits to Hellerman's (1968) values of the zonally averaged zonal wind stress
for the Pacific are shown in Figure 3 for the winter winds and in Figure 4 for the
annual mean winds.3 In the following discussion detailed calculations are reported
for winter winds and only important modifications are given for the annual mean
case.
The wind stress curl and latitudinal derivatives of the curl are also shown in the
figures. The curves of Figure 3 agree qualitatively with the analogous ones in Part I
which were calculated with a least squares polynomial fit. One qualitative difference
is the region of positive values of the derivatives of the curl shown here just north
of the equator. This detail is not a significant difference since a small change in the
knot placement for the splines can eliminate it. However, the sign of the derivative
of the curl determines the direction of zonal flow and in the present case that implies an eastward flow just north of the equator, i.e., the Pacific North Equatorial
Countercurrent is reproduced. This feature is missing from the annual mean fit.
We shall not dwell here on the details of the eastern boundary layers. The procedure is the same as that in Part I with a small modification introduced by the
assumed uniform upwelling. In particular, water flows into (out of) the eastern
boundary layer where a (k • V x 't' - fw) / acp is positive (negative). Also, the flow
in the eastern boundary layer is northward (southward) where k • V x 't' - fw is
positive (negative). The term fw provides a small quantitative correction; otherwise,
3. The calculations in Part I were unintentionally based on winter wind stress. Hellerman (1967)
reported the same wind stress values for the different seasons and for the annual mean. His 1968
paper gives the corrected values for spring, summer, fall and annual mean. At the time that the calculations of Part I were carried out I was not aware that his 1967 annual mean values were reported
erroneously.
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Figure 3. Zonally averaged zonal wind stress, -r (solid curve), from spline fit to Hellerman's
(1968) data for winter winds in Pacific. Curl of wind stress, k • V XT (dashed curve), and latitudinal derivative of curl (dash-dot curve) calculated from spline fit.

the argument is identical to that of Part I. Our main focus here will be on the
mechanism of separation of the western boundary current from the coast and on
the inferences that can be drawn about sources and sinks of upper-layer water.
a. Calculational procedure. With known values of T and w the calculation proceeds
as follows:
1) Values of h. are specified from observations at latitudes that delimit incoming
(eastward) flow. (e.g., approximately at SON and 26N in the Pacific, as can
be seen in Figure 3).
2) The direction of transport in the eastern boundary layer is determined by the
sign of k • V X -r - fw (e.g., northward flow north of approximately 38N in
the Pacific, Figure 3).
3) The form of k • V x -r - fw and its ¢-derivative determine the intermediate
values of h., a detail discussed in Part I.
4) With known values of h. Eq. (2.34) can be integrated along characteristics to
yield h (X.,<p) . In particular, h along <f> m ( == SON, Figure 3) varies from its
specified value, h,, at x.. to zero at a longitude determined by (2.34).
5) From (2.36) T1 at <f> ,n is obtained and this yields Sn.
6) From (2.45) with S = Sn the longitude of the separated western boundary
current is calculated at half-degree intervals from <f>m southward. This calculation requires a numerical search for the appropriate value of X. since (2.45)
contains the separation longitude implicitly (via W and the integral term). For
winter winds (Fig. 3) this calculation is continued southward until the ob-
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Figure 4. Same as 3 but for annual mean winds in Pacific.

served separation latitude (35N) is reached. At 35N the longitude of the
separated current is 70 degrees east of the western boundary when w is chosen
as 1.5 X 10- 5 cm sec- 1 •
7) At 35N the western boundary current must join the western boundary where
(2.41) with h w = 0 must obtain. Since all terms on the right side except for S
are known, this equation determines the value of S, denoted by Sa5 , in the
region poleward of 35N. Hence, the sinking or upwelling of upper-layer water
at the separation latitude is determined as Sas - Sn,
8) The calculation of hw in the N. Pacific for cf> < 35N is then straightforward
since all terms on the right side of (2.41) are known if no other local sources
or sinks are present. As we stated earlier, no sources or sinks are introduced
unless they are forced to be present by the analysis. Since no sources are required except for those at the northern boundary and at the separation latitude, the latter together with w, yield the total exchange of upper and lowerlayer water in the N. Pacific. All other quantities such as U1 , V 1 , U 2 , V 2 in
the interior and the transports T 1 , T 2 in the boundary layers follow from the
appropriate equations.
The foregoing procedure yields the sources and sinks of upper-layer water once
w and the separation latitude are given. However, the magnitude of upwelling is
not an observable quantity and it would be preferable to deduce w from the analysis
by specifying some quantity that can be observed. Now if one carries out the foregoing procedure for a given value of w, and if the calculation for hw is extended to
the S. Pacific, Eq. (2.41) will yield h10 = 0 at some latitude in the southern hemisphere. This corresponds to the latitude at which the East Australian Current can
separate from the east coast of Australia. Hence, instead of choosing a value of w,
we proceed as outlined, using several different values of w, and then select that
value that leads to surfacing of the thermocline along the east coast of Australia at
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Figure 5. (left) Calculated depth of upper layer (in hectometers) near eastern boundary (h,),
along eastern wall (h,.,), and along western wall (h., ) for Pacific. (right) Transports in
boundary layers for Pacific (subscripts w and e correspond to western and eastern respectively and subscripts 1 and 2 to upper- and lower-layers respectively). Units vary as indicated.

the observed latitude. The East Australian Current is observed to separate at a latitude as low as 28S and as high as 35S. We have chosen 31S as a reasonable mean
value. For the winter wind calculations this procedure yields the value w = 1.5 X
10- 5 cm sec- 1 • If w is neglected, as it was in Part I, the separation latitude is 42S.
For w = 2 x 10- 5 cm sec- 1 the thermocline surfaces at 27S. Hence, it is evident
that thermal driving plays a significant role in the overall dynamical picture.
The optimal value, w = 1.5 x 10- 5 cm sec- 1 , is at about the middle of the range
of values suggested by Stommel and Arons (1960) on the basis of totally different
physical processes. It also agrees with estimates made from geochemical tracer data.
The present deduction is based on the observed separation latitudes of the western
boundary currents in the Pacific and is independent of the eddy diffusion process, as
are the sources and strengths of vertical water exchange. Of course, the details of
the exchange will involve the various processes that are often invoked, but it is particularly appealing to obtain the magnitudes from global considerations that must
be satisfied independent of the specific local mechanisms.

=

b. Results with winter winds. Detailed results for winter winds with w
1.5 x 10-s
1
cm sec- are shown in Figures 5-8. We shall first discuss the results for the latitude
range north of 31 S since they follow directly from the procedure outlined above.
The region poleward of 31S requires additional considerations and we shall return
to that discussion later.
The thermocline depth, he, along Ae is shown in the left part of Figure 5. The
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Figure 6. Calculated thermocline depth in hectometers for Pacific. Lower layer is exposed to
surface in stippled regions.

actual structure of he as a function of latitude is a detail that is not basic to the
present discussion and the reader is referred to Part I for the construction. The
rather sharp change in h8 near lON is related to the sign of the derivative of the
wind stress curl and to a specified value of he at lON. Fluid comes into the eastern
boundary layer between 5N and 1ON and flows out of the boundary layer north of
lON and south of 5N. This feature forces the North Equatorial Countercurrent as
can be seen schematically in Figure 7 where there is a narrow range of eastward
fl.ow just south of l0N. This behavior follows directly from the sign of the derivative
of the wind stress curl and the chosen value of he, Derivatives of the wind stress
cannot be accurately estimated from the coarse distribution available so the present
construction cannot be offered as an explanation of the countercurrent, for which
higher-order dynamics are probably important.
The thermocline depth at the eastern wall, denoted by hew, is deduced from the
values of he plus the boundary condition of zero zonal transport at the eastern wall
and the assumptions that in the eastern boundary layer there is no lower-layer fl.ow
and the meridional upper-layer fl.ow is geostrophic. The cross-stream dynamical
balance is not specified. The meridional transport in the eastern boundary layer,
T ie, is shown in the right part of Figure 5. The large transport at l0N is fed by
inflow from the North Equatorial Countercurrent.
Once he is determined the thermocline depth throughout the interior, as calculated from (2.34), has the form shown in Figure 6. The stippled regions are occu-
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pied by lower-layer water only. The thermocline depth decreases abruptly to zero
across the boundary between the clear and stippled regions. Along the western wall
from 31S to 35N the thermocline depth is shown in Figure 5.
In the calculation for the path of the separated western boundary current in the
northern basin the sources and sinks of upper-layer water emerge from the procedure given above. At the northern boundary Sn = 8.9 Sv, i.e., the Alaska-Aleution current system diverts about 9 x 106 ms of upperlayer water per second westward to sink and become lower-layer water. At 35N an upwelling of about 7.7 Sv is
required to stabilize the Kuroshio on the western boundary. Without that upwelling
the Kuroshio would separate from the coast at about 30N since it would have to
transport the extra 7.7 Sv northward and that would cause the thermocline to surface at the lower latitude. Thus, choosing the separation latitude at 35N yields the
upwelling. In the transport calculation discussed below the vertical exchange of
water at these local points affects the transport picture markedly.
Even though the model does not include the mechanism involved in the upwelling at 35N, one can give a plausible reason for this feature. The real ocean has a
continuous stratification and there are substantial horizontal density variations within the "upper layer." In particular the density of the water in the Kuroshio is at a
minimum relative to its surroundings. Whatever the mechanism for the exchange
of water across the Kuroshio, the net result of mixing cold water to the north with
the excessively warm water of the Kuroshio is to generate a water mass that is
somewhat on the warm side. This would show up in our two-layer system as an
accretion of upper-layer water. If a third (intermediate) water mass were included,
the result would be a source of intermediate water at the site that is labeled an
upwelling region here.
Along the western wall the thermocline depth h,0 as calculated from (2.41) is
shown in Figure 5. It vanishes at and north of 35N because the Kuroshio separates
at 35N. The assumption that the thermocline surfaces at 31S leads to the value w =
1.5 x 1Q- 5 cm sec- 1 which has been used for this set of results.
The associated upper and lower-layer transports, T 1 w and T21,, in the western
boundary current are also shown in Figure 5. T 1 w has a maximum value of 67 Sv
(1 Sv = 1 Sverdrup = 106 ms sec- 1 ) just south of the separation latitude of the
Kuroshio. At 35N the Kuroshio turns and flows eastward. Southward Sverdrup
transport drains the Kuroshio so that when the latter turns northeastward at about
A= 70° its transport is about 20 Sv. Since we have plotted T 1w as a function of cf>
only, the continuous decrease eastward from the coast is not shown and T 1 w appears
to drop abruptly at 35N. North of 35N the Kuroshio transport continues to weaken
northeastward and decays to zero at SON. In the southern hemisphere T 1 w achieves
a value of -50 Sv at 31S.
The lower-layer transport, T 2w, decreases monotonically from a maximum value
of 18 Sv at 31S to about -11 Sv at 35N. The change from northward to southward
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Figure 7. Schematic diagram of upper-layer transport for Pacific. Western boundary current
in southern hemisphere separates from Australia at 35S, flows eastward, bifurcates with partial transport to north and remainder to south and rejoins east of New Zealand to flow eastward at 43S. Nine Sverdrups tum southward to become Cape Horn Current.

transport in the lower layer occurs at 16N. If we had not fixed the separation latitude at 35N, there would be no upwelling at the separation point hence the lower
layer would not have to transport an extra 8 Sv northward. For that case the lowerlayer transport in the western boundary layer would be southward in the entire
northern hemisphere. The abrupt change of T 2 w at 35N is due to the fact that lowerlayer water occupies the entire northwestern region and is therefore directly driven
by the wind. This leads to a southward transport of lower-layer water by the
Oyashio of about 50 Sv.
Horizontal trajectories of upper transport are shown schematically in Figure 7.
The two main anti-cyclonic gyres in the North and South Pacific emerge as expected. In addition, there are weak cyclonic cells in the South Pacific and north of
ION. The North Pacific Equatorial Countercurrent is shown as an eastward jet
along 7N. The black dots in the eastern and western boundary layers mark the
transition from northward to southward flow or vice versa. The black dot in the
northeastern Pacific is the point where the Kuroshio transport decays to zero.
The analogous picture for the lower layer (Fig. 8) shows poleward transport in
the interior of each basin just like Stommel's (1957) abyssal circulation picture.
However, the velocity trajectories are inclined to the transport trajectories because
of the variable depth of the lower layer. (The same is true of the upper-layer veloc-
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Figure 8. Schematic diagram of lower-layer transport. North of separation curve (stippled
region) flow is directly wind-driven. Elsewhere, flow pattern resembles Stommel's abyssal
circulation.

ity trajectories.) The altered transport picture in the northwestern Pacific is due to
the direct action of the wind on the exposed lower layer. The black dots in the
western boundary layer again mark the points where the boundary transport changes
direction.
c. The South Pacific. We return now to the region south of 31S. As long as hw as
given by (2.41) is positive or exactly zero, (2.41) can be used. However, when the
right side of (2.41) is negative, the equation is no longer valid and the western
boundary current can separate from the coast. In this event (2.45) must be used.
Now as long as the western boundary current is along the coast, there is an
oppositely directed, lower-layer boundary current which helps to raise the thermocline to the surface. When the upper-layer current tries to separate from the coast,
it must flow over essentially quiescent water and in doing so its transport must increase somewhat to keep the thermocline at the surface. The way that this shows up
mathematically is that when the right side of (2.41) is negative, the expression
(2.45) is positive. Thus, when the boundary current tries to leave the coast to flow
into open waters, the "loss" of the underlying lower-layer boundary current causes
the thermocline to drop below the surface so that the upper-layer current is pushed
back to the coast. In other words, without a contribution from S neither equation
is valid. The same problem arises in the northern hemisphere but there the specifications of the separation latitude led to the value of S required to make (2.41) valid.
In the southern hemisphere we have already used the information that the thermocline surface at 31S in order to determine the appropriate value of w.
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Table 1. Distribution of sink along Australian coast for w
Latitude ( S)
Total sink south of 31S (Sv)
0

31
0

32
0.7

= 1.5 x
33
2.0

lQ--6

27

cm sec-1 •
34
3.2

35
4.5

It is important to distinguish between surfacing of the thermocline and separation of the boundary current from the coast. Surfacing is necessary but not sufficient
for separation to occur. Thus, even though the thermocline has surfaced at 31S, it
cannot separate unless there is a local upwelling that enhances the transport to keep
the thermocline at the surface when the current leaves the coast.
With the limited number of physical constraints that we have, there is no unique
solution to what must occur in the East Australian Current. Hence, only a reasonable construction is offered here, one that makes use of the distinctive features of
the S. Pacific.
It is assumed that the thermocline remains at the surface south of 31S but separation does not occur between 31S and 35S. This behavior is possible only if (2.41)
is satisfied with hw = 0 and that requires that additional sinking take place along
the Australian coast. In particular, it is necessary that there be a sink distributed
from 31S to 35S as shown in Table 1. The values are derived by finding the values
of S necessary to satisfy Eq. (2.41) with hw = 0, working southward at half degree
intervals from 31S where S vanishes. The net effect is that an added sink of 4.5 Sv
occurs along the East Australian coast.
The detailed mechanism for this sink cannot be determined from the present,
steady-state model. Probably it would appear in the form of warm eddies that are
generated and transport warm water to the colder regions in the south. Observations
in that area indicate that the East Australian Current is highly unstable, continually
sloughing off anti-cyclonic eddies. Indeed, the highly unstable character of the East
Australian Current may make it difficult to obtain a good estimate of the mean
transport. The values obtained from observations fall short of the values calculated
here, yet it is difficult to account for a smaller mean transport than that required
by the wind stress curl in this simple model. However, if the supply of upper-layer
water were limited so that less dense water occupied a region on the western side
of the ocean only, the transport could be less.
At 35S New Zealand forms a barrier to the zonal flow in the interior in both the
upper and lower layer. We assume that the flow of deep water into the Pacific
occurs along the New Zealand rather than along the Australian coast. (There is
observational evidence to support the assumption but topography must play a substantial role in the real ocean.) Thus, the lower-layer boundary current flows westward from the northern tip of New Zealand (at 35S) to the Australian coast and
allows the upper-layer boundary current to separate at 35S and to flow eastward
to New Zealand (Fig. 7). Hence, in the present construction the region between
Australia and New Zealand south of 35S is devoid of upperlayer water.
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If the entire boundary current were to flow southward along the eastern side of
New Zealand, an additional sink of upper-layer water would be required. We shall
assume that the current divides at the northern tip of New Zealand with some flow
along the western side circling New Zealand anti-cyclonically and the remainder
flowing south on the eastern side. As the construction works out, once the two
currents join again, the integrated current separates from the coast and flows due
eastward, losing most of its transport to the interior before it reaches the eastern
boundary. The remainder of the transport (14.5 Sv) reaches the S. American coast
where it divides, with 5.5 Sv flowing northward to supply the Peru Current (the
amount is determined by h.) and the remainder (9 Sv) flowing southward as the
Cape Horn Current.
The only remaining problem is to determine what portions of the separated current flow along the two sides of New Zealand. We have two criteria. First, there is
to be no source or sink along New Zealand. Second, it is necessary that the transport of lower-layer water be just sufficient to supply all of the water required for
upwelling in the Pacific. The latter requires an implicit calculation. For each latitude
south of 35S an amount of upper-layer transport on the eastern side of New Zealand just sufficient to make the thermocline surface at that latitude is determined.
The remainder of the transport from Australia is then required to flow anti-cyclonically around the western side of New Zealand. Conditions on the eastern side of the
ocean then determine the Cape Horn transport. Now the Cape Horn transport plus
the sinks at the northern boundary and along Australia plus the source at 35N,
determine the total S. This amount must equal the total W . Normally the two do
not balance. Hence, a series of calculations was made. The amount of transport
flowing along the eastern New Zealand coast was varied to make the thermocline
surface at half-degree intervals from 35S southward. In each calculation the remainder of the transport from the East Australian Current circles New Zealand
anti-cyclonically to rejoin the New Zealand Current and separate at the surfacing
latitude. From this series of calculations the one that was chosen to be "correct"
is the one that yields a balance of upwelling and sinking for the entire Pacific. The
balance occurs when the surfacing latitude is taken as 43S as is shown in Figure 7.
This procedure yields 14.7 Sv of uniform upwelling over the Pacific, which, taken
together with 7.7 Sv upwelling at 35N, yields a total of 22.4 Sv of upwelled water.
To balance this total, there are sinks of 8.9 Sv at the northern boundary and 4.5 Sv
along Australia. In addition, 9 Sv flow around Cape Hom to sink there. The transport by the Cape Horn Current is the only one of these that flows out of the Pacific
basin, the others being internally redistributed. The flux around Cape Horn must
be supplied by lower-layer flow along New Zealand from the Antarctic Circumpolar
Current.
Although this construction is by no means unique, it satisfies the mass balance
requirements and yields quite realistic features. As one can see from Reid's (1965)
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atlas, the New Zealand Current departs from the coast and flows nearly due eastward at about 43S. The deduced Cape Hom transport has approximately the observed value.
d. Annual mean winds. A less extensive set of calculations was carried out with
the annual mean wind stress (Fig. 4). Our purpose here is to determine the principal changes brought about by the different stress field.
Some qualitative differences are evident without calculation. The region of flow
into the eastern boundary layer, determined by the derivative of the curl, extends
northward to the northern boundary of the basin. Other changes in the direction of
meridional flow are evident from the differences in the dash-dot curves of Figures 3
and 4. Since the derivative of the curl is subject to large errors because of the sparse
data field, we shall not dwell on these features .
Of more significance are the sizable quantitative differences between the stresses
shown in the two figures for the N. Pacific and also between the curls. The wind
stresses in the northern hemisphere are much more intense in winter than in any
other season (hence, more than the annual mean). The result is that the annual
mean transport in the Kuroshio is lower (54 Sv) than the winter value (67 Sv).
Since the annual mean stress at mid-latitude is also weaker, the Ekman drift is
smaller and the mechanism causing separation is less intense. Consequently, the
calculational procedure leads to a natural separation latitude at 37N (instead of 30N
for the winter winds). Thus, specifying hw = 0 at 35N requires an added sink of
upper-layer water there. The sink at the northern boundary is 9.1 Sv and the added
sink at 35N is 0.2 Sv. Hence, the total sink in the N. Pacific is 9.3 Sv. This compares to a total of 1.1 Sv for the case with winter wind stresses. The net effect is
that the sign of the net heating of the N. Pacific is different in the two calculations
(see sec. 6).
Since the annual mean winds require increased sinking in the northern hemisphere,
less deep water need be transported northward by the lower western boundary
current to supply the upwelling. The actual calculation shows that T 2 w is negative
for the entire N. Pacific. Hence, where the flow is driven by annual mean winds, the
deep circulation of the N. Pacific is more self-contained since the sinking regions
can supply the needed upwelling. Such a strong qualitative difference could be
tested with models of tracer distributions since the deep water would appear much
older for the annual mean case.
The decreased northward flow of deep water plus the concomitant increased
northward transport of upper-layer water required for the increased sinking in the
N. Pacific are reflected in the western boundary current transports across the
equator and, hence, in the S. Pacific. These effects combine to decrease the (southward) transport of the East Australian Current and to push the surfacing latitude of
the thermocline southward. If we wish to keep 3 lS as the surfacing latitude, it
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Figure 9. Annual mean zonally averaged zonal wind stress, ,:, (solid curve) for Indian. Dashed
and dot-dashed curves correspond respectively to the curl and its derivative.

would be necessary to increase the value of w. Thus, the weaker wind system
would require a larger w to fit the observations. In other words, the surface layers
would be subject to more heating. Increased upwelling requires more deep water
from the Antarctic Circumpolar Current and would make the S. Pacific appear
younger than it would with weaker upwelling. Hence, for weaker winds the age
contrast between N. and S. Pacific deep waters would be increased.
A viable alternative would be to keep w fixed and to let the surfacing latitude
of the East Australian Current change as required by the wind system. We have
already remarked that the surfacing latitude of the East Australian Current is observed to vary substantially.
4. Results for the Indian

The winds over the Indian Ocean have greater seasonal variation than those of
either the Atlantic or the Pacific and the upper-layer circulation is, consequently,
more variable. On the other hand, since the basin extends northward only to about
20N, the thermocline does not reach the surface, and the deep water circulation is
relatively unaffected by the change in the wind stress. Therefore, we shall analyze
the system with the mean winds only. The resulting surface circulation near the
equator is smoother than that due to the winter winds (used in Part I) because the
mean winds have less structure with latitude as can be seen from Figure 9. The
wind stress curl is negative essentially everywhere north of 18S and positive from
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Figure 10. (left) Calculated depth of thermocline (in hectometers) near eastern boundary (h ,),
at eastern wall (h ,.,) and at western wall (h ,.) for Indian Ocean. Northward of I6S h, and
h,.,, are held fixed . (right) Upper and lower layer transports (note units) in eastern and western boundary layers.

there to 45S. Hence, the interior, geostrophic transport in the upper layer is made
up of two gyres (Figure 12).
The geometry of the Indian Ocean basin is very much simplified here, and details
due to the real boundary structure cannot be reproduced. Therefore, as in Part I,
we choose a constant mean thermocline depth, he, near the eastern boundary
wherever possible. Along the south coast of Australia where the wind-stress curl
gives rise to a strong northward flow, the thermocline must deepen to the west
because of (nearly) geostrophic balance. Hence, he must vary along that coast, and
the incoming flow forms a westward boundary current (the Flinders Current). In
the present model this current turns northward along the west coast of Australia
and supplies water to the interior Indian Ocean from 33S to 16S. Hence, he must
vary in that range of latitude as well. This behavior is shown in the plot of he vs.
latitude in Figure 10. The constant value of he = 500m from 36S to 45S is roughly
the observed depth of the density level <re = 27. The variation in he in the Great
Australian Bight, appearing as a discontinuity at 36S, and the variation north to 16S
are consequences of the geostrophic dynamics. The constant thermocline depth,
he = 4 70m, north of 16S is simply the extension of the value deduced at 16S by
the foregoing reasoning. There is no way to check this value of he against observations because the Indian Ocean basin in the tropics has a great deal of structure
that is not taken into account here. However, the deduced thermocline distribution
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Figure 11. Calculated thermocline depth (in hectometers) in Indian Ocean. Lower layer is
exposed to surface in stippled region to south.

in the interior (Figure 11) is a reasonable approximation to the observed level of
the <ra = 27 surface.
In addition to the constant value of he = 500m from 36S to 45S we must specify
something about the thermocline depth at the SE corner of the basin. In particular,
since the upper layer does not connect to the S. Pacific upper layer, he must vanish
along 45S and that means that a geostropbically balanced boundary current must
fl.ow out of the Indian Ocean. The transport cannot be larger than g'he 2 /2f =" 17.8
Sv when he = 500m. Since the source of this current is presumably the water that
has upwelled in the Indian Ocean, the value of the outgoing transport in these
calculations has been adjusted to make it equal to the total upwelling. With w =
1.5 X 10-s cm/ sec that requires the value hew = 345m at 45S so that 8.5 Sv are
transported out of the Indian Ocean and 9.3 Sv are transported northward in the
eastern boundary current. The latter is shown as the constant value of T 1 e from
36S to 45S in Figure 10. Added to the wind-driven contribution, it reinforces the
westward-flowing Flinders Current so that the latter bas the value 27 Sv at 36S as
shown in Figure 10. This feature of the circulation emerged from the study in Part
I. Bye (1968) bas described some of the observed characteristics of the Flinders
Current.
In the present calculation the Flinders Current turns northward along the coast
of western Australia and feeds water to the interior Indian Ocean in the latitude
range where the wind-stress curl is positive, i.e. up to l 6S. In that latitude range the
tbermocline depth decreases from about 650m to 4 70m since the westward transport
out of the eastern boundary layer is geostrophically balanced. North of 16S where
the boundaries of the Indian Ocean basin have been grossly simplified we have
retained the value he = 4 70m.
The thermocline depth for the entire basin can be calculated once he is known.
Contours of h are shown in Figure 11 for the case with w = 1.5 x I0- 5 cm/sec.
There is relatively little structure north of l 6S but the characteristic deepening of
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Figure 12 (Upper). Schematic diagram of upper-layer transport for Indian Ocean .
Figure 13 (Lower). Schematic diagram of lower-layer transport for Indian Ocean.

h east of South Africa is present. The thermocline depth, h w, rises along the western
boundary and reaches the surface at 33S (Figure 10). At that point the upper layer
separates from the coast and is constrained to the region north of the stippled area
shown in Figure 11. South of 33S the separated western boundary current flows
eastward as the Return Agulhas Current and supplies the wind-driven transport to
the interior Indian Ocean. The rapid decreasing of T 1 w south of 33S is shown in
Figure 10. The maximum southward transport of the Agulhas is about 85 Sv and
occurs at 33S.
The average winds of the Indian Ocean have considerably less structure than any
seasonal winds and give rise to the two-gyre circulation for the upper layer shown in
Figure 12. As indicated in Figures 10 and 12 the upper-layer transport in the western boundary current is northward north of 16S. A characteristic feature of these
calculations with upwelling is that the upper-layer circulation is not made up of
self-contained closed gyres. Thus, at 16S T110 vanishes but the interior transport
has a net southward component supplied by the upwelling.
With no topography and with stratification simplified to two layers the deep
circulation of the Indian Ocean is made up of cyclonic gyres in each of the hemispheres north of the stippled region in Figure 13. This circulation is reminiscent of
Stommel's abyssal circulation. An added feature here is that this geostrophic model
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requires a southward flow of about 2 Sv out of the boundary layer in the Great
Australian Bight. This transport is generated by northward flow into the northern
boundary layer which subsequently turns southward along the eastern boundary
and eastward into the Great Australian Bight. The limited eastward boundary current in the northwestern corner is a detail required by transport balances and is not
significant because of the liberty that we have taken with the basin geometry.
The features described here are consistent with the dynamical constraints of
section 2. In the overall balance with w = 1.5 X 10- 5 cm/sec about 6.8 Sv of
water upwells through the thermocline and about 2.3 Sv upwells at the western
boundary at 33S where the thermocline surfaces. This yields a total of about 9 Sv.
All of this upwelled water becomes upper-layer water that flows out of the Indian
Ocean around the southeast corner (near Tasmania) to "sink" and become lowerlayer water again. The supply of lower-layer water is, of course, from the abyssal
circulation with 2.3 Sv at 33S and the remainder from uniform upwelling through
the thermocline. This water comes in along the deep western boundary layer from
the Atlantic and the Circumpolar Currents and rejoins the deep water near
Tasmania.
It may be possible to construct alternative circulations even with the constraints
of the present model. However, I have not been able to obtain any other circulation picture that provides the required balances of upper- and lower-layer waters.
It is, of course, possible to use a different value of w. Higher values cause the
thermocline to surface at a latitude north of 33S. Lower values allow a broader
region of upper-layer water but the value of w cannot be much smaller than 1.5 X
10-s cm/ sec because the outflow in the southeast corner puts a lower bound on
the amount of upwelling required. The present value of w satisfies the overall conditions best.
One feature that could change the upper-layer circulation significantly is the
ultimate disposition of the Flinders Current after it arrives at the southwest comer
of Australia. The present construction is consistent with the simple dynamical
balances imposed. But such a strong jet must certainly have sizable inertial characteristics and something much more complicated must happen near the southern
waters off western Australia. Andrews ( 1977) has described the eddy structure in
that region and it is clear that transient eddy processes are significant in creating a
more self-contained recirculation there. However, observations do not provide much
of a clue as to what happens to the Flinders Current transport.
5. Results for the Atlantic

The zonally averaged zonal wind stress for the Atlantic during the northern
winter season is shown in Figure 14. Basically, the stress is not unlike that of the
Pacific except for some details, particularly in the derivative of the curl. The curl
has a very large amplitude near 60N. The mid-latitude anti-cyclonic regions are
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Figure 14. Zonally averaged zonal wind stress, ,: (solid curve), from Hellerman's (1968) data
for winter winds in Atlantic. Curl of wind stress (dashed) and its latitudinal derivative (dashdot) calculated from spline fit.

from 17N to 48N and from 13S to 46S with the maximum amplitude of the curl
somewhat in excess of 10-s dynes cm- 1 in each region. Since the derivative of the
curl determines the direction of the zonal flow into or out of the eastern boundary
layer as in Part I, there is eastward flow from 17N to 59N.
a. North Atlantic. The depth of the thermocline at specific latitudes along >... can
be estimated from the data given in Fuglister's (1960) atlas. At 27N the value of
he is taken to be 400m. It is more difficult to determine a reliable value of he in the
northeastern region. Some of Fuglister's sections show no water with a value of ere
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Figure 15. (left) Calculated thermocline depth (in hectometers) near eastern boundary (h,),
at eastern wall (h,,,,) and at western wall (h,,,) for Atlantic. (right) Upper- and lower-layer
transports in eastern and western boundary layers (note units).

as low as 27.1 whereas others show <re= 27.1 at a depth of as much as 250m. We
have taken h. = l 00 m at 59N as a reasonable estimate.
With these values of h. given, we can proceed as in Part I to calculate the intermediate values of he (Fig. 15) as determined by (k • V X -r - fw) and its derivative
with latitude. The bulk of the variation of h. from 400m to 1OOm occurs north of
SON where the large value of the derivative of the curl forces a large eastward
transport into the eastern boundary layer. Since this zonal transport is geostrophic
there is a compensating large adjustment in h 0 • In this range of latitudes the eastern
boundary transport is northward because k • V X -r is positive. From about SON
to 15N, k • V X 'r - fw, hence T ie, is negative. The substantial variation of he
with latitude is evident in Figure 15. Because T 1 • is geostrophically balanced, we
can easily calculate hew, the thermocline depth at the eastern wall. Its variation is
much less (Fig. 15) than that of h•.
With h. known we can proceed as in §3 to obtain all of the dependent variables
as functions of latitude and longitude. Again, the value w = 1.5 x 10- 5 cm sec has
been used. The observed separation latitude in the Atlantic is approximately 35N
and use of this value requires a rather weak upwelling of 0.8 Sv at 35N in order
that hw vanish there. Furthermore, a residual upper-layer transport of 6 Sv penetrates to the northeast Atlantic to sink there. These two values contribute to the
transport balances in Figure 15. We note specifically that the transport T 210 , of the
deep western boundary current is southward at the equator so that the North
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Figure 16. (left) Calculated thermocline depth (in hectometers) in Atlantic Ocean. Lower layer
exposed to surface in stippled regions.
Figure 17. (right) Schematic of upper-layer transport for Atlantic.

Atlantic produces deep water. In the upper layer the net transport due to interior
and western boundary flows is northward at the equator to supply the necessary
mass balance. Hence, processes in the North Atlantic provide a net cooling of that
basin.
The maximum Gulf Stream transport, T 1 w, is 44 Sv (Fig. 15) about one-half to
one-third of the measured transport. The observed transport includes an intense
recirculation in the northwest comer of the anti-cyclonic gyre, a feature that cannot
be described by the simple dynamical balances of the present model. The thermocline depth (Fig. 16) has a maximum value of just over 700m at 30N. The recirculation that is present in the real ocean generates a deeper thermocline to the right
of the separated Gulf Stream.
The circulation pattern for the upper layer, including eastern, western and separated boundary currents, is shown in Figure 17. The Gulf Stream separates from
the western side of the basin at 35N and penetrates to 58N in the northeast comer
where its transport decreases to zero. The bulk of the warm upper-layer transport
at that latitude is in the eastern (Norwegian) boundary current. That water is assumed to sink and become lower-layer water in the northeast corner. The lowerlayer circulation (Fig. 18) is northeastward in the North Atlantic wherever upper-
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Figure 18. Schematic of lower-layer transport for Atlantic. Flow is directly wind-driven in
stippled region where lower layer is exposed to surface. Elsewhere, flow resembles Stommel's
abyssal circulation.

layer water is present. In the northwestern (stippled) region north of the Gulf
Stream the lower layer is directly driven by the wind. The partial anti-cyclonic gyre
of lower-layer water south of 46N is directly wind-driven and a return (southwestward) current adjacent to the separated Gulf Stream is necessary to close the circulation. In the real ocean this region is a mixture of upper- and lower-layer water,
similar to the Kuroshio extension in the Pacific.
The annual mean winds are not shown here. It suffices to note (Evenson and
Veronis, 1975) that they are weaker and give rise to a Gulf Stream transport of only
34 Sv because of the smaller amplitude of the curl in mid-latitudes. These weaker
winds do not cause the thermocline to surface at 35N so that it is necessary to
invoke a sinking of 2 Sv of upper-layer water at that latitude to bring the thermocline to the surface. This added sinking induces an added transport of upper-layer
water from the south. In addition, 5 Sv of upper-layer water flows into the northeast regions of the basin to sink there so that a total of 7 Sv of upper-layer water
sinks in the North Atlantic. With w = 1.5 x 10- 5 cm/sec only 4.4 Sv of lowerlayer water upwells in the North Atlantic. Hence, there is a larger net cooling in the
North Atlantic with annual mean winds than with winter winds.
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b. South Atlantic. With the net sink of upper-layer water in the N. Atlantic known,
the calculation of all quantities can be extended to the S. Atlantic. The main problem posed in the southern hemisphere is the surfacing of the thermocline near the
tip of S. Africa. It is evident from these calculations that it is not possible to connect
the S. Atlantic to the S. Indian Ocean. For any reasonable value of he along the
Australian-Tasmanian boundary, the thermocline must surface no farther westward
than (approximately) the longitude of the tip of S. Africa. Hence, the eastern limit
of upper-layer water in the S. Atlantic must correspond to surfacing of the thermocline because otherwise the finite depth of upper-layer water would cause it to merge
with that of the Indian Ocean. The Agulhas would thus have to sweep around the
tip of Africa and flow into the S. Atlantic. We have already seen that that does not
take place because the surfacing of the thermocline on the western side of the
Agulhas causes the Return Agulhas Current to form.
Wtist's (1936) atlas yields a thermocline (0-0 = 27.1) depth of about 450 m near
the south tip of Africa. If we accept this value and proceed with the eastern boundary calculation, we obtain the distribution of h e as shown in Fig. 15. This merges
smoothly with the N. Atlantic value at the equator. Also, it yields a value of hew =
307 mat 36S.
By the foregoing argument it is necessary that the thermocline surface at 36S.
Accordingly, at the southeastern comer we require a sink of sufficient strength to
cause the thermocline to surface there. (The sink could equally well be distributed
along the separated Brazil Current but this construction is an alternative detail; the
net effect on the transports is the same.) With h,w = 307 m the strength of the required sink is 8.1 Sv. The distribution of h 0 parallel to the west coast of Africa,
together with the boundary condition of zero zonal transport at the wall and downstream geostrophic balance in the eastern boundary layer, leads to a Benguela Current of 9.3 Sv as can be seen by the value of Tie in Figure 15.
The calculation of all quantities except for the sources and sinks south of the
equator is straightforward once he is known and the total sources and sinks of
upper-layer water in the northern hemisphere are given. These quantities are included in Figures 15-18.
The latitude of separation of the Brazil Current and the longitudinal dependence
of the separated current are also evident in Figures 16 and 17. Calculations of these
quantities are based on mass balance for the entire Atlantic. Since the model shows
that no upper-layer water enters the Atlantic from other oceans, it is necessary that
the total amount of upper-layer water in the Atlantic be constant in this steady
state model. We have already derived a net sink of 5.2 Sv in the N. Atlantic. The
sink near Africa is 8.1 Sv. The total upwelling in the interior is about 7.7 Sv (the
exact amount depends on the separation latitude of the Brazil Current). Hence, an
added upwelling of 5.6 Sv is required and, in accord with our procedure for the
other oceans, this upwelling must occur where the Brazil Current separates. The
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result is that the Brazil Current must surface at 33S and it must do so with an
abrupt change in hw from about 200m to zero. The magnitude of the abrupt decrease in hw is required by the amount of upwelling needed.
At the point of separation the transport of the Brazil Current is about 52 Sv
(Fig. 15). Of these, 9 Svare required to balance the northward flow of the Benguela
Current and 8 Sv are needed to supply the sink at the southeastern comer of the
western coast of South Africa.
Although this construction for the South Atlantic is consistent with the required
dynamical balances of the model, it cannot be considered a satisfactory treatment
of the South Atlantic. The transport of the Brazil Current is about twice the observed. The local upwelling at the point of separation is required because of the sink
at the southeastern comer. In terms of vertical exchange the upwelling and the sink
tend to cancel, yet the individual processes serve to limit the latitudinal extent of
upper-layer water and are therefore important. However unsatisfactory the details
may appear, they form a consistent part of the steady state description of the
Atlantic. The reader is referred to the discussion in Part I where some of the unusual
characteristics of the South Atlantic circulation, both calculated and observed, are
discussed.

6. Implications for the oceanic heat budget
The exchange of water between the two layers simulates the effect of heating and
cooling that must take place in the real ocean. Thus, the invoked uniform upwelling
is related to the downward flux of heat that takes place in the ocean outside of
boundary-layer regions. The sinks of upper-layer water along the northern boundaries of the Atlantic and Pacific and at the southeastern "corners" of the Indian
and Pacific correspond to cooling in the polar regions. It is likely that these sinks
involve an actual sinking of surface water to subthermocline depths. On the other
hand, the "sink" near the western edge of South Africa is probably simply an exchange of upper- and lower-layer waters at or near the surface. The latter interpretation applies also to the concentrated sources and sinks associated with the separation of the western boundary currents from the coasts.
In our constructions we have adopted the rule that sources or sinks at the separation latitudes are invoked only when they are necessary for mass balance. This
procedure makes the constructions less arbitrary than they would be if we were to
allow balancing sources and sinks in local regions, since the latter could be introduced almost anywhere without violating the few basic constraints of the model.
However, it should be kept in mind that the restriction that we have adopted will
lead to a derivation of minimum exchanges of heat at the separation latitudes so
that the derived heat fluxes will be lower bounds on the actual ones.
Two additional aspects of the heat budget calculations should also be mentioned
at the outset. One is that only the crudest dynamical balances have been invoked
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Table 2. Values of T, S and a-e for upper and lower layers in N . Atlantic and N . Pacific.
N. Atlantic
upper layer
lower layer
T(OC)
S(%o)

a

16.25
36.04
26.42

5
34.9
27.62
0.0012
~ll °C
~10-----<;oc

N. Paci.fie
upper layer
lower layer
10.8
34.2
26.0

5
34.4
27.2
0.0012
~6 °C
~2X1Q-----</ °C

so that certain areas, such as the equatorial regions, are not treated adequately.
This will have significant effects on the heat budgets. The second is related to a
point made in section 2 about the inadequacy of a simple two-layer description.
For example, the N. Atlantic upper layer is considerably saltier than the lower layer.
Hence, corresponding to a given value of Ap, the upper layer must be sufficiently
warmer than the lower layer to offset the opposing effect of salinity. In the N.
Pacific the two layers have nearly the same salinity and a smaller value of AT is
required for a given Ap. Accordingly, the effective thermal expansion coefficient, a,
for the two-layer model of the N. Atlantic is only about half of that required for
the N. Pacific with the same value of Ap. These points are summarized in Table 2
which shows the values of T, s and a-e for upper- and lower-layer waters in the N.
Pacific and N. Atlantic, as estimated from Reid's (1961) mean values for the upper
1000 m, from Reid's (1965) monograph for the deep Pacific and from Fuglister's
(1960) atlas for the Atlantic. The value Ape= 0.0012 was chosen because it corresponds to a difference of 0.0015 for local potential density as defined by Veronis
(1972).
With Ape = .0012 a transfer of 10 12 cm 3 of water from one layer to the other
corresponds to a total change in density of 1.2 X 10 9 g. For the Pacific with a =
2 X 10- 4 /°C this amounts to a total temperature change of 6 X 101 2 °C and therefore to a heat exchange of 6 x 10 1 2 gcal. Hence, upwelling (sinking) of one Sverdrup in the Pacific corresponds to net heating ( cooling) of 6 X 10 1 2 gcal/sec or
1.9 x 10 20 gcal/year. In the Atlantic with a = 10- 4 /°C the net heating or cooling
for each unit of Ap is twice that for the Pacific so that an exchange of one Sverdrup
corresponds to a heat transfer rate of 3.8 X 10 2 0 gcal/year.
From the foregoing it is evident that regions of sinking of upper-layer water correspond to cooling in that region and upwelling of lower-layer water corresponds to
heating. Therefore, the regions of water exchange, viz., sinking in the polar regions,
upwelling at the latitude of separation and net exchange across the equator, reflect
heat exchange. Reported in Table 3 are the results for the entire Pacific with the
circulation due to winter winds and for N. Pacific for annual mean winds. Listed
are the heating rates, expressed in terms of gcal/yr, corresponding to the sink at the
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Table 3. Heating rates associated with water exchange at different latitudes for the circulation
driven by winter winds and by annual mean winds in the Pacific. Positive S gives the sinking rate of upper-layer water, hence corresponds to cooling of water or negative heat flux
from atmosphere to ocean.
Annual Mean

Winter

Location

S(Sv)

ipn
35N
Eq
35S
CH

8.9
-7.7
-6
4.5
9.1
-15

u

Atmosphere to ocean
heat flux
(10 21 gcal / yr)
-1.7
1.5
1.1

S(Sv)

Atmosphere to ocean
heat flux
(1021 gcal/yr)

9.3
-0.3
1.3

-1.8
0.05
-0.26

-0.9
-1.7
2.9

north (cpn), upwelling at the separation latitude (35N), the net balance for the entire
N. Pacific (obtained from total upwelling and total sinking north of the equator),
the sink along the East Australian coast (35S), the sink associated with the Cape
Hom Current (CH), and the total uniform upwelling (U) for the entire Pacific.
Negative heating rates correspond to cooling of ocean water by the atmosphere.
The results in Table 3 have a straightforward interpretation. At cpn a certain
amount of upper-layer water sinks (cools and becomes subsurface water); consequently, heat must be transferred from the ocean to the atmosphere. The circulation
calculation normally leads to separation of the western boundary current from the
coast at a latitude that depends on the magnitude of the Ekman transport and of
the upwelling. However, if one requires separation at a given latitude (the choice
here is 35N), then a certain amount of water must either upwell or sink at that
latitude to cause surfacing of the thermocline there. We see that this condition leads
to a heat flux from atmosphere to ocean at 35N for both calculations.
The values at Eq give the net effect of total upwelling and of sinks of upper-layer
water for the entire N. Pacific. Results for winter winds lead to a net upwelling of
6 Sv hence the N. Pacific absorbs heat. For annual mean winds there is a small net
sinking so the N. Pacific releases heat to the atmosphere. The calculations are based
on steady-state models and we cannot discuss real transients. But the results show
that the poleward heat flux balance for the N. Pacific is not a clear-cut one. The
radiation balance for the earth as a whole requires heat flux from the equator to
the Arctic regions. From these calculations it would appear that the N. Pacific
Ocean does not contribute much to that heat flux and that the burden must be carried by the atmosphere and by the N. Atlantic.
Since upper-layer water is restricted to the region north of the southernmost
extent of the meridional land barriers, the entire Pacific in these calculations is in
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Table 4. Heating rates associated with water exchange at different latitudes for the circulation
driven by winter winds and by annual mean winds in the Atlantic. Positive S gives the sinking rate of upper-layer water, hence corresponds to cooling of water or negative heat flux
from atmosphere to ocean.
Winter

Location
'Pn

35N
Eq
BC
CGH

u

Annual Mean

S(Sv)

Atmosphere to ocean
heat flux
(l0zi gcal/yr)

S(Sv)

Atmosphere to ocean
heat flux
(10!?1 gcal/yr)

6
-0.75
1
-5.4
8
-8 .1

-2.3
.29
- .38
2.05
-3
3.1

5
2
2.6
-6.7
7.5
-7.8

-1.9
- .76
-1.1
2.6
-2.9
3.0

thermal balance with the atmosphere. Hence, the net amount of heat that the N.
Pacific receives from the atmosphere (in the winter wind calculation) must be transported to the S. Pacific. Some of this heat is released during the sinking that occurs
in the East Australian Current region (35S) and the remainder is ejected to the
atmosphere by the Cape Hom Current (CH).
Since the effective thermal expansion coefficient for the Atlantic is half that of
the Pacific (Table 2), each Sverdrup of mass transport involves heat exchange at
the rate of 3.8 X 10 20 gcal/yr. Table 4 summarizes the mass transports and rates
of heating of the ocean across latitudes that have special significance in the model.
The calculations show that the N. Atlantic releases heat to the atmosphere with
both winter and annual mean circulations. Hence, a net amount of heat is transported poleward by the N. Atlantic. In the present study, the bulk of the beat
transport occurs via the Norwegian Current. If horizontal density variations in the
upper layer were included, the Gulf Stream would provide a larger, poleward heat
flux.
At the separation latitude of the Brazil Current (indicated by BC in the table),
an intense upwelling (atmosphere-to-ocean heat flux) must occur. This region is one
with rather violently oscillatory thermal structure as can be seen from Wlist's (1936)
temperature contours at 400 m. A great deal of mixing between warm- and coldwater layers must occur as a result and the net effect for a two-layer system is to
generate upper-layer water since in reality the temperature of the Brazil Current is
higher than that of the average "upper layer" water. Upwelling near the western
boundary and sinking near the Cape of Good Hope involve approximately equal
amounts of water, hence in terms of heat flux the two processes tend to balance
and the bulk of the upwelled water in the Atlantic is transported to the north where
it sinks. Hence, the Atlantic, as a whole, transports heat northward.
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The situation for the Indian Ocean is rather more straightforward with the present calculations. Since no cooling occurs in the N. Indian Ocean, all of the heat
absorbed by the upper layer must be transported to the southern hemisphere to be
released back to the atmosphere. Since just over 9 Sv of mass transport flows out
of the Indian Ocean around the southern tip of Tasmania, an equivalent amount
must upwell throughout that basin. The calculations show that three-fourths of this
occurs via uniform upwelling and the remainder upwells at the separation latitude
of the Agulhas.
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